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Abstract
We present a systematic study of the transverse momentum (pT), rapidity and centrality dependence of elliptic flow, v2, using several methods in Au + Au collisions at √sNN = 7.7, 11.5 and 39 GeV. The difference between v2
using two particle cumulant (v2{2}) and four particle cumulant (v2{4}) seems to decrease as the beam energy decreases. The implications of this result towards understanding the energy dependence of non-flow and flow
fluctuations will be discussed. The energy dependence of v2 will be presented by a comparison with results from high energies at RHIC (√sNN = 62.4 and 200 GeV), at LHC (√sNN = 2.76 TeV). We observe the v2(pT) are very
comparable (~10%) at mid-rapidity and pT> 0.5 GeV/c beyond √sNN = 39 GeV. We will also compare our results to transport model calculations, such as those from UrQMD model, AMPT default model and AMPT stringmelting model with different parton cross sections.

Measurements

Azimuthal anisotropy v2
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Transverse Momentum Anisotropy
• Initial azimuthal anisotropy in coordinate space exists in non-central nucleus
nucleus collisions.
• Density gradients and interactions between particles lead to conversion from
spatial anisotropy to momentum-space anisotropy.
•The second harmonic parameter - elliptic flow parameter v2 is especially
sensitive to the early stage.

Results I
Integral v2 vs. Centrality

v2 methods

Two-particle:
v2{2}: each particle with every other particle
v2{EtaSub}: each particle from negative (positive) pseudo-rapidity with the EP of
positive (negative) pseudo-rapidity
Large rapidity gap for EP
v2{EP} “standard”: each particle with the EP of all the others
v {FTPC} (2.5<|η|<4.0)
v {BBC} (3.8<|η|<5.2)
Many-particle:
v2{4}: 4-particle - 2 * (2-particle)2 (with generating function)
Different sensitivities to nonflow and fluctuations
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Review of azimuthal anisotropy: arXiv: 0809.2949

Summary

Results II
v2(pT) vs. Beam Energy
 First
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ALICE data: Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 252302 (2010)

pT (> 0.2 GeV/c) and η (|η| < 1) integrated v2 as a function of collision
centrality for Au + Au collisions at √sNN = 39 GeV (a), 11.5 GeV (b) and
7.7 GeV (c). The results in the top panel are presented for several
methods of obtaining v2 and/or reconstructing event planes. The bottom
panel shows the ratio of v2 obtained using various techniques with
respect to v2{2}. The error bars shown are statistical.

v2(pT) in 2020-30% Centrality

Top panel shows the v2{4} vs. pT at midrapidity for various beam
energies (7.7 GeV to 2.76 TeV). The results for √sNN = 7.7 to 200 GeV
are for Au+Au collisions and those for 2.76 TeV are for Pb+Pb collisions.
The red line shows the fit to the results from Au+Au collisions at √sNN =
200 GeV. Bottom panel shows ratio of v2{4} vs. pT for all √sNN with
respect to this fitted line. The results are shown for three collision
centrality classes - 10 - 20% (a), 20 - 30% (b) and 30 - 40% (c).

Comparison to Model
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v2 as a function of pT for 20 - 30% central Au + Au collisions at
midrapidity for √sNN = 39 GeV (a), 11.5 GeV (b) and 7.7 GeV (c). Top
panels shows the v2 vs. pT using various methods as labeled in the
figure and discussed in the text. The dashed red line is a fit to the v2{2}
vs. pT. Bottom panel shows the ratio of v2 measured using various
methods with respect to v2{2}.

results on v2 measured at √sNN = 7.7,
11.5 and 39 GeV for inclusive charged
particles at mid rapidity presented.
 The centrality and pT dependence are
similar to that observed at higher RHIC
beam energies.
 At low pT, where hydrodynamic
calculations are applicable, the v2 values
increases with increase in beam energy.
The v2(pT) are very comparable (~10%) at
mid-rapidity and pT> 0.5 GeV/c beyond √sNN
= 39 GeV.
 The difference between v2{2} and v2{4}
decreases with decrease in beam energy,
indicates that non flow plus flow fluctuation
contributions decreases with decrease in
beam energy.
 Comparison of data is made with
Transport model calculations. At low pT the
agreement between data, UrQMD and
AMPT models decreases as beam energy
increases. AMPT model incorporating
additional partonic interactions shows a
better agreement with data at 39 GeV for
partonic cross section of 3 mb and with data
at 11.5 and 7.7 GeV for partonic cross
section of less than 3 mb.

AMPT: Zi-Wei Lin, et al, Phys. Rev. C 72, 064901 (2005)
UrQMD: H. Petersen et al., arXiv:0805.0567v1

v2 as a funtion of pT for 20 - 30% Au + Au collisions at √sNN = 39, 11.5
and 7.7 GeV compared to corresponding results from UrQMD, AMPT
default versions and AMPT with string melting version having varying
partonic interaction cross section.

See also: M. Mitrovski (STAR Collaboration): “Elliptic Flow of
charged particles in Au+Au collisions at 7.7, 11.5 and 39
GeV from STAR” (Poster session)

The STAR Collaboration: http://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/presentations

